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Abstract

This study investigates the effects of the provision of costly initiatives on policy efficiency in a laboratory experiment where a policy setter implements a status quo affecting the utility of the constituency. I vary treatments regarding the political institution (either purely representative or direct democracy where the status quo may be contested by the costly proposal of an alternative) and the appointment of the policy setter (either random or by election). In accordance to theoretical predictions, the experimental data reveal a substantial indirect effect of direct democracy inducing higher efficiency levels by serving as a credible threat towards the policy setter without actually being used. Moreover, the initiative impedes excessive candidate competition during elections reducing campaign costs and thus increasing overall efficiency. In contrast to theoretical predictions, the initiative is actually employed frequently, so there is also a sizeable direct effect of the initiative. However, this effect is generally overcompensated by the costs induced by the process.
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1 Introduction

In the last decades, direct democratic institutions have spread throughout the world. While they are traditional political institutions in Switzerland and the USA, they were only recently introduced in the new democracies of Eastern Europe, mostly former members of the Soviet Union. The benefits and drawbacks of direct democratic institutions have been discussed by theoretical and empirical literature alike. Proponents of direct democracy argue that its presence serves as a means to control inefficient governments as politicians act as political entrepreneurs who maximize their own utility by high expenditures or excessive bureaucracy (see Niskanen, 1975). In general, policy decisions in direct democratic systems more closely reflect the median voter’s preferences than in purely representative democracies (e.g. Gerber 1996) and improve economic performance (e.g. Matsusaka, 2005a). The resulting outcomes as well as the procedural utility the citizens derive from actively participating in the political decision-making process make them happier in general. On the other hand, the process of direct democracy is criticized because it generates high transaction costs, in particular information and organization costs, which can be reduced by delegating political decisions to a representative who specializes in political decision-making. To this effect, representative democracy constitutes the classical division of labor. Under direct democracy, citizens may not make an informed decision because they have no incentive to become informed about the political issue at hand. Additionally, the political process is prolonged by direct democratic procedures, and well-organized interest groups may use initiatives to achieve their goals on the expense of the general public. While there has been a lot of theoretical as well as empirical work on the subject there are only very few papers investigating direct democratic institutions experimentally.

This paper aims at analyzing the net efficiency effects of direct democratic institutions in a series of laboratory experiments that explicitly take into account the costs of the political process and also allows for endogenous appointment of the policy setter. Laboratory experiments constitute an excellent complementary method to the existing empirical literature. They allow to control aspects that cannot be observed in the field. Specifically, laboratory experiments enable me to induce individual preferences and explicitly model the costs of direct democracy in order to measure outcome efficiencies. In the experimental design of this study each member of a group of three individuals has an ideal policy point which is common knowledge to the entire group. One group member is assigned the role of the group leader who sets a status quo which determines each group member’s payoff. I vary treatments in two dimensions. In the first dimension I vary the political institution which is either purely representative

---

1 Butler and Ranney (1994, pp. 17-18) summarize the pitfalls of direct democracy.
democracy where the group leader’s status quo is final, or direct democracy where any other group member may contest the status quo policy by proposing a costly alternative subject to a simple majority vote. The second dimension is the process of group leader appointment which can be either exogenous by random assignment or endogenous by candidate election (while running for election is costly).

The experimental data show that there exists a strong indirect effect of direct democracy on outcome efficiencies under exogenous leadership, i.e. the group leader sets a moderate status quo to avert an impending alternative proposal. When the group leader is appointed endogenously, adding the direct democratic institution does not increase the group leader’s status quo efficiency. This is due to the fact that without the counterbalancing direct democratic institution in place less extreme group members are elected as group leader. Both endogenous leadership and the availability of direct democracy lead to the same status quo efficiency levels on their own. The combination of both does not enhance status quo efficiency any further. Taking into account the election costs in the endogenous treatments reveals that direct democracy reduces election costs substantially by decreasing candidate competition, thus increasing net efficiency again. A direct effect of direct democracy caused by the actual use of the direct democratic institution can always be observed. However, on average this effect is overcompensated by the costs generated by the process, i.e. the actual use of the initiative causes inefficiencies. While alternatives are not as often proposed as would be beneficial for the group, on average the proposed alternatives are not efficiency enhancing when the costs are taken into account.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. In the next section a short literature overview is given. In Section 3 I present the theoretical model and the experimental design. Section 4 summarizes the experimental results and Section 5 concludes.

2 The Effects of Direct Democratic Institutions: Theoretical and Empirical Background

Direct democratic institutions are political institutions which aim at including the general public in the political decision making process by allowing them to cast a vote on specific political issues. The definition of the Initiative & Referendum Institute (IRI) Guidebook to Direct Democracy states that “[m]odern direct democracy gives citizens the right to exercise popular sovereignty also between elections by voting on substantive issues” (Kaufman et al., 2010, p. 196). Two major types of direct
democratic institutions can be distinguished: the referendum and the initiative. The referendum is a vote on a government policy change. A referendum is required if the government e.g. wants to implement a constitutional change. But there are also non-required referendums which may be initiated by either the government (plebiscite) or the citizens. The initiative is a vote on a piece of legislation proposed by the citizens. However, this process involves high organizational costs because it demands the proposing party to collect a certain amount of signatures from the citizens to support the initiative proposal as well as to eventually bring it to the vote. In this study I focus on the initiative, the costs this process involves, and the effects it has on policy making and its outcomes.

Frey (1994) argues on the basis of the empirical analysis of Swiss data that direct democracy keeps the agenda-setting power with the citizens and enables them to regain control over politicians. Voters’ preferences are better served by more developed direct political participation rights. Gerber (1996) theoretically investigates the effect on legislative behavior. She presents a model with three agents who make decisions on policies on a one-dimensional policy space: the legislature who passes a law, a proposer who can propose a challenging initiative, and a voter who chooses between the law and the initiative. The theoretical results show that the possibility of the initiative may constrain legislators leading them to implement policies that more closely reflect the median voter’s preferences. In a more general model where the policy setter is imperfectly informed about the voters’ preferences Hug (2004) covers different types of direct democratic institution. Comparing the effects of the different institutions, the theoretical results show that the availability of the initiative makes the occurrence of a popular vote most likely. More importantly, institutional provision of the initiative also leads to policy outcomes that most closely reflect the median voter’s preferences, independent of whether they actually take place or not. In his reviews of the available evidence Matsusaka (2005a, 2005b) confirms that direct democratic institutions serve as a means to control for inefficient governments and help to improve economic performance. Matsusaka (2004) conducts an empirical analysis on US data to investigate the effects of initiatives. His findings show that government expenditures dropped on the state level and rose on the local level where the initiative was available. The budget being concentrated on the local level can be interpreted as a sign for policies closer to the citizens’ preferences which differ from region to region. Furthermore,

---

2 See e.g. Hug (2004, pp. 323-325) or Schiller (2002, p. 20) for an overview of the different types of procedures.

3 The government-triggered plebiscite is often non-binding. Thus, it is easily manipulated strategically “from above” which is why it is disputed whether it should be subsumed as a direct democratic institution.
states allowing the use of the initiative more often relied on fees instead of taxes. Feld et al. (2010) investigate direct democratic institutions in Switzerland and find lower income and property tax when more direct democracy is available. Pommerehne (1983) shows that waste disposal in Swiss communities is more efficient when citizens decided on it directly. Using data on Swiss municipalities Feld and Kirchgässner (2001a) find that direct democracy reduces public debt, and in addition to that Feld and Kirchgässner (2001b) show that fiscal referendums reduce expenditures. Blume et al. (2009) conduct an empirical analysis on cross-country data on a global scale. They can only partly confirm the results of the national studies. Direct democratic institutions have an impact on fiscal policy variables and government efficiency, but there is no significant effect on productivity. Importantly, while mandatory referendums reduce government spending it is increased by the initiative. Furthermore, the direct effect of direct democracy is stronger than its indirect effect. In a follow-up study with a broader data set Blume et al. (2012) mostly confirm their previous results.

There are several aspects indirectly affecting economic performance that are positively influenced by direct democratic institutions. Besley and Coate (2000) show in a theoretical model that adding the initiative to a representative systems serves as a mechanism to unbundle political issues, as putting specific issues on the ballot yields a closer relationship between policy outcomes and voter preferences. Benz and Stutzer (2004) find in an empirical study with EU and Swiss data that citizens are better politically informed under direct democratic institutions because they are involved in the political process and participate in the public discussion of political issues. Frey and Stutzer (2004) present empirical evidence for procedural utility Swiss citizens gain from participating in the decision making process. People in direct democratic systems are in general happier than in other systems. Torgler (2005) shows in an empirical analysis of Swiss data that direct democracy raises tax morale.

But there are also contra arguments against the use of direct democratic institutions. Representative democracy serves as classical division of labor, i.e. the government specializes on political decision making. This results in efficiency gains and a reduction of costs, especially decision costs and information costs (Feld and Kirchgässner, 2004). In particular, the initiative involves the costs of signature collection. If e.g. the signature requirements of the initiative are too high, the direct democratic institution will only induce costs without having any correctional impact (ibid.). Grillo (1997) provides a cost argument stating that decision costs, information costs, and organizational costs cancel out the benefits from direct democratic institutions when the electorate has a considerable size. Matsusaka and McCarty (2001) show in a theoretical model with preference uncertainty and costly initiatives that special interest groups can abuse
asymmetric information to use the initiative to their advantage which generates inefficient outcomes far away from the median voter’s preferences. Additionally, the political process is unnecessarily prolonged by direct democratic procedures resulting in the government’s disability to react to economic or societal changes in a timely manner, resulting in a status quo bias (Kirchgässner et al., 1999, p. 20). Another critique already acknowledged by Downs (1957) is that voters have no incentives to become informed about the political issues in direct democracies. The costs of gathering information are higher than the benefit of making a well-informed decision.

Direct democratic institutions have rarely been investigated experimentally in the laboratory. The existing studies focus on different aspects of direct democracy. Lupia (1994) investigates the effect that different degrees of information have on voting behavior and policy outcomes under the direct democratic institution of initiative. Participants have individual ideal points on a one-dimensional policy space which are private information. Each period, on participant was a randomly assigned the role of the setter who has complete knowledge of all ideal points and who can contest an exogenous status quo on this policy space and propose an alternative. All other participants then vote on whether to accept the alternative. Four treatments were conducted which differed in the degree of voters’ information. In one treatment voters were completely informed about the proposed alternative, in the other three treatments they did not learn about but the setter had to incur different levels of entry costs to contest the status quo. The experimental results show that voters are able to use (positive) entry costs as information cues to make correct inferences about the proposed alternative increasing the likelihood that the “incomplete information” outcome would be the same as the “complete information” outcome.

Feld and Tyran (2002) experimentally study tax compliance when fines on tax evasion are subject to a referendum. To this end, they conduct a one-shot public good experiment with group size of three where not contributing the complete endowment is punished with a fine. However, the fine is small enough so that non-compliance is the dominant strategy. In one treatment the fine is imposed exogenously, in another treatment all group members vote on whether to impose the fine or not before contributions are made. A public good game without fine serves as a baseline treatment. The authors find that compliance is higher on average when the fine is endogenously imposed by referendum even for individuals who initially voted against the fine. The authors attribute this observation to a higher degree of legitimacy caused by a referendum.

---

4 In another study with a very similar experimental design Tyran and Feld (2006) find that this result specifically applies to mild sanctions.
Fischer and Nicklisch (2007) experimentally investigate the effect of referendums on the voluntary provision of public goods by comparing different voting mechanisms in ex interim voting. Particularly, after learning about the individual contribution within a group its members vote on whether the public good should be provided or the contribution should be reimbursed after being reduced by a transaction fee, using either unanimity or majority voting. Additionally, a baseline treatment was conducted where participants could only state their satisfaction with the contributions without any effect on the provision. They find that contributions are highest under unanimity. The results regarding efficiency are mixed. If the public good is provided efficiency is higher under unanimity than in any other treatment. However, overall efficiency is lower under unanimity than in any other treatment.

Most closely related to my study are Güth et al. (2004) who conduct an experiment to investigate the efficiency of direct and indirect democracy. Randomly matched groups of three repeatedly interact to determine the implementation of (political) measures. Implementation of measures can either be determined by direct democracy, i.e. a simple majority vote on measures by the whole group, or by indirect democracy, i.e. a randomly determined delegate just chooses the measures to be implemented. The complexity of direct democracy is varied by letting individuals vote on all measures at once or on each measure sequentially. Furthermore, in order to give the delegate under indirect democracy an incentive to implement the efficient outcome there is an additional treatment where the dictator can tax the incomes of all other group members. The main findings of this experiment are that delegates often exploit their position at the expense of the other group members, and that under direct democracy the welfare-maximizing mix of measures is implemented more often than under indirect democracy. The costs of the political process are not considered in this experiment. Furthermore, the authors themselves acknowledge that modeling representative democracy by random dictatorship instead of using candidate election may be a drawback of their design. My study differs from this approach by introducing endogenous choice of the group representative as a treatment variation as well as incorporating the costs of the direct democratic process.

My study contributes to the existing literature by investigating the effects of the initiative on policy efficiency in a laboratory experiment that explicitly takes into account the costs of the direct democratic institution. The true organizational costs of an initiative in the field are unknown and can at best only be estimated. Despite the availability of data on initiative campaign spending, it has never been integrated into

---

empirical analysis to check for the net benefits of the initiative process. Furthermore, individual preferences about specific political issues are hard (if not impossible) to measure precisely in the field. By inducing both preferences of the political agents and the costs of the political process the laboratory experiment I conduct enables me to evaluate the net efficiency of the initiative. Additionally, I incorporate endogenous appointment of the policy setter. This allows for the comparison of direct democracy’s effect on the behavior of legislators who have been elected by the constituency or who have discretionary power (by random dictatorship). The interplay between direct democracy and candidate election can also be analyzed this way. The previous experimental literature lacks integrating candidate election into their design. And lastly, my design enables me to identify if there exists an indirect effect of direct democracy because the status quo is endogenously chosen by the representative. As yet, the status quo in experimental studies on direct democracy has been exogenous.

3 Theoretical Framework

In this section I present and analyze the game underlying my experiment. Building on the theoretical approaches employed by e.g. Gerber (1996), Besley and Coate (1997), and Feld and Matsusaka (2003), I design a game with two main treatment variables which I deal with in turn: (i) political institution, i.e. pure representative democracy vs. a mix of representative and direct democracy, and (ii) leadership, i.e. exogenous vs. endogenous politicians. I describe the game exactly as it will be implemented in my experiment. A society is modeled as a group of three members, each representing a political camp (rather than individuals) within this society. Group members make decisions regarding a specific political issue which affects each group member’s utility, and hence, the group’s welfare. The ideological positions of the group members are implemented by randomly assigning them ideal policy points in order to catch all sorts of relative positions of ideologies when confronted with a political issue.

3.1 The Model

Within a group of three members labeled $i = 1, 2, 3$ each $i$ has an individual ideal policy point $x_i$ on the one-dimensional policy space $P = \{0, 1, 2, ..., 100\}$. The ideal policy

---

6 Matsusaka and McCarty (2001) use proxies for organizational costs in their empirical analysis on the occurrence of the initiative but not on political outcomes.

7 The approach of citizen-candidacy is based on e.g. Osborne and Slivinski (1996) and Besley and Coate (1997).
points are independently drawn from a uniform distribution over the policy space. Furthermore, all ideal points are common knowledge to each group member.\(^8\)

**Leadership**

One of the three group members takes on the role of the group leader and is either appointed exogenously or endogenously. When leadership is *exogenous* (EX) one of the three group members is randomly selected as the group leader by nature. This way, each group member may become the group leader with equal probability. With *endogenous* leadership (EN) the group leader is determined by an election. Group members independently and simultaneously choose to run for election and be a candidate at cost \(c_e > 0\). If there is more than one candidate each group member votes for one of the candidates and the group leader is determined by simple majority rule. If there is no candidate or there is a tie between candidates (which can only occur in case of three candidates and each getting one vote) the group leader is determined randomly among group members. As with exogenous leadership the probability of becoming group leader is equal for each group member. In case of only one candidate the respective group member is directly appointed group leader.

**Political Institution**

The group leader chooses a status quo \(s \in P\). I consider two different political institutions. In the *purely representative democratic institution* (RD) the status quo chosen by the group leader is ultimate and automatically becomes the final policy \(z\) which determines each group member’s utility.\(^9\) In the *direct democratic institution* (DD), after observing the status quo chosen by the group leader, all group members, apart from the group leader, may independently and simultaneously propose an alternative \(a_i \in P\) to the status quo at cost \(c_a = 2c_e > 0\).\(^{10}\) Then, a costless vote will simultaneously be held on each proposed alternative, separately. For each alternative every group member (including the group leader) has to state whether to accept or reject it. If two alternatives are proposed each group member also has to state which

---

\(^8\) This complete information assumption is in line with the theoretical approach of Gerber (1996).

\(^9\) Thus, exogenous leadership can be viewed as random dictatorship. As Güth et al. (2004) also point out, this design feature captures the fact that representatives with temporary dictatorial power have more or less discretionary power.

\(^{10}\) Proposing an alternative is more expensive than running for election which makes sure that there is at least some incentive to run for election when the direct democratic institution is available. This is a reasonable assumption as in reality elections are organized on a regular basis using existing organizational structures while initiatives have to be organized “from scratch” as each time e.g. new signatures have to be collected. Particularly, I set \(c_a = 2c_e\) in order to simplify equilibrium calculations and because I set my experimental parameters accordingly.
alternative she favors in case both are accepted by a majority. If an alternative is accepted by the simple majority of the group it overrides the group leader’s status quo decision and becomes the final policy \( z \). Otherwise, the group leader’s status quo becomes the final policy \( z \).

Each group member’s utility depends on the policy \( z \) which decreases in the policy’s distance to the respective ideal policy point: \( U_i(x_i, z) = -|z - x_i| \). In other words, the closer the final policy is to a group member’s ideal policy point the higher is her utility.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Leadership</th>
<th>Representative Democracy</th>
<th>Direct Democracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exogenous</td>
<td>EXRD</td>
<td>EXDD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endogenous</td>
<td>ENRD</td>
<td>ENDD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1: Treatments**

![Figure 1: Sequence of the games for the different combinations of leadership types and political institutions](image)

The variation of leadership types and political institutions result in four different games serving as treatment variations in my experiment. The resulting 2x2 design is summarized in Table 1. Depending on the combination of leadership type and political institution the game has up to six stages as depicted in Figure 1.

---

11 This mechanism serves as a tie breaker to guarantee a unique voting result by determining which of the two accepted alternatives is implemented as the final policy.
3.2 Theoretical Behavior

I analyze these games using backward induction. In all of the following analyses, for simplicity and without loss of generality, I order the individual ideal policy points so that \( x_1 \leq x_2 \leq x_3 \) and normalize the resulting set of ideal policy points by setting \( x_1 = 0 \). Furthermore, I assume that all group members are rational and selfish utility maximizers.

**Voting on Alternatives**

In the voting stage each group member only accepts an alternative that makes her better off than (or indifferent to) the status quo. Hence, the majority only accepts (and favors) those alternatives that are closer (or equidistant) to the median member’s ideal point \( x_2 \) than the status quo.\(^{12}\)

**Proposing an Alternative**

In this stage a group member (other than the group leader) only proposes an alternative that maximizes her own utility satisfying two conditions: (i) its net benefit makes her strictly better off than the status quo, and (ii) it does not decrease at least one other group member’s utility (i.e. it is acceptable for a majority of the group).\(^{13}\) Formally,

\[
\max_{a_i} U(x_i, a_i) - c_a \\
\text{s.t. } U(x_i, a_i) - c_a > U(x_i, s) \land \exists j \neq i: U(x_j, a_i) \geq U(x_j, s)
\]

To solve this maximization problem I assume for simplicity that \( x_2 \leq s \leq x_3 \), i.e. the status quo is located to the right of (or equal to) the median member’s ideal point.\(^{14}\) This implies that group member 3 has no incentive to propose an alternative because she cannot increase her own utility without making everyone else worse off, i.e. there would be no majority vote for her alternative. Group member 2, the median group member, proposes an alternative if her benefit is larger than the cost of doing so, i.e. \( c_a < s - x_2 \). In that case her utility maximizing alternative is \( a_2 = x_2 \), making group member 1 better off as well. Group member 1 only proposes an alternative if both her net benefit of doing so is positive (\( c_a < s \)) and the alternative makes the median group member at least indifferent to the status quo. Group member 1’s utility maximizing alternative then

---

\(^{12}\) If an alternative is closer to the median member’s ideal policy point it is also closer to one other group member’s ideal point yielding a higher utility for both of them. In turn, this results in a majority preferring the alternative to the status quo.

\(^{13}\) I assume that in case of indifference between the status quo and an alternative in terms of utility, an individual accepts the alternative.

\(^{14}\) For \( s \leq x_2 \) the solution of the maximization problem is analogous. Furthermore, by the restriction \( s \leq x_3 \) I do not consider “perverse” settings of the status quo, i.e. a status quo which would make every individual worse off than necessary.
depends on the distances between ideal policy points and status quo:
\[ a_1 = x_2 - \min\{s - x_2; x_2\}. \]

Taking into account both group members’ utility maximizing alternatives and the costs of proposing an alternative, I consider the stage’s payoff matrix depicted in Table 2 which, depending on the constellation of ideal policy point (the ideal policy set), has different equilibria.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Group member 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Propose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group member 1 Propose</td>
<td>((-x_2 - c_a; -c_a))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group member 1 Not Propose</td>
<td>((-x_2; -c_a))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Payoff matrix of the stage “Propose Alternative”; within each cell the first payoff belongs to group member 1 and the second to group member 2

To analyze the behavior in this stage two cases regarding the relative location to the other group members’ policy points have to be considered.

**Case 1: The median member’s ideal policy point is closer to the status quo than to the other constituent’s ideal policy point \((s \leq 2x_2)\).** Let \(k\) and \(l\) be the probabilities of group member 1 proposing alternative \(a_1 = 2x_2 - s\) and group member 2 proposing alternative \(a_2 = x_2\), respectively. Both group members propose an alternative if their respective expected payoff from proposing is positive:

1. \(l(-x_2) + (1 - l)(-2x_2 + s) - c_a > l(-x_2) + (1 - l)(-s)\)
   for group member 1, and
2. \(-c_a > k(-s + x_2) + (1 - k)(-s + x_2)\)
   for group member 2

Solving for \(k\) and \(l\), respectively, leads to

1. \(l < 1 - \frac{c_a}{2(s - x_2)}\)
   for group member 1, and
2. \(c_a < s - x_2\)
   for group member 2.

If condition (2’) is met group member 2 proposes an alternative \((l = 1)\), but condition (1’) can not be true at the same time, resulting in the Nash equilibrium \((k^*; l^*) = (0; 1)\).

However, if condition (2’) is not met condition (1’) is only true if \(s > x_2 + \frac{c_a}{2}\), resulting in

15 If the median group member’s ideal policy point is closer to the status quo than to individual 1’s ideal policy point \((s \leq 2x_2)\), the alternative “mirrors” the status quo towards individual 1 to make the median group member indifferent between alternative and status quo. Otherwise, the chosen alternative is individual 1’s ideal policy point itself as it makes the median group member better off.
in the Nash equilibrium \((k^*; l^*) = (1; 0)\), i.e. only group member 1 proposes an alternative. Otherwise, implying that the status quo is too close to group member 2’s ideal policy point even for group member 1 to beneficially propose an alternative, no one proposes an alternative, resulting in the Nash equilibrium \((k^*; l^*) = (0; 0)\).

**Case 2: The median group member’s ideal policy point is closer to the other constituent’s ideal policy point than to the status quo \((s > 2x_2)\).** Now, let \(k\) and \(l\) be the probabilities of group member 1 proposing alternative \(a_1 = x_1 = 0\) and individual 2 proposing alternative \(a_2 = x_2\), respectively. Again, both group members propose an alternative if their respective expected payoff from proposing is positive:

\[
\begin{align*}
(3) & \quad l(-x_2) - c_a > l(-x_2) + (1 - l)(-s) \quad \text{for group member 1, and} \\
(4) & \quad -c_a > k(-x_2) + (1 - k)(-s + x_2) \quad \text{for group member 2.}
\end{align*}
\]

Solving for \(k\) and \(l\), respectively, leads to

\[
\begin{align*}
(3') & \quad l < 1 - \frac{c_a}{s} \quad \text{for group member 1, and} \\
(4') & \quad k < \frac{s - x_2 - c_a}{s - 2x_2} \quad \text{for group member 2.}
\end{align*}
\]

For \(s \leq c_a\), i.e. the status quo is too close to group member 1’s ideal policy point, both conditions (3’) and (4’) are not met, making it unbeneﬁcial for both group members to propose an alternative and leading to the Nash equilibrium \((k^*; l^*) = (0; 0)\). Otherwise, if \(c_a < s\) but \(c_a \geq s - x_2\), i.e. the status quo is only too close to group member 2’s ideal policy point, the Nash equilibrium is \((k^*; l^*) = (1; 0)\). Condition (4’) is always true when \(c_a < x_2\), i.e. the group members’ ideal policy points are located far enough from each other, rendering condition (3’) false at the same time and resulting in the Nash equilibrium \((k^*; l^*) = (0; 1)\). Additionally, for \(c_a < s - x_2\) and \(c_a \geq x_2\) where the two group members’ ideal policy points are close but the status quo is far away, there is a Nash equilibrium in mixed strategies \((k^*; l^*) = \left(\frac{s - x_2 - c_a}{s - 2x_2}; 1 - \frac{c_a}{s}\right)\). Figure 2 graphically summarizes the multiple conditions and the resulting Nash equilibria.\(^{16}\)

\(^{16}\) It is noteworthy that the size of the costs also influences the group members’ behavior. An increase in costs \(c_a\) would decrease the number of occasions proposing an alternative would be beneﬁcial in for either group member. This can either be readily seen from conditions (1’) through (4’) or Figure 2 where the area for the pure strategy equilibrium \((0;0)\) would increase with an increase of \(c_a\).
The analysis of the behavior during the direct democratic process leads to the following proposition.

**Proposition 1**

(a) If group members 1 and 2’s ideal policy points are not too close to each other, either only group member 1 proposes alternative $a_1 = x_2 - \min\{s - x_2; x_2\}$ or only group member 2 proposes alternative $a_2 = x_2$ when the net benefit of doing so is positive for the respective proposer and the alternative is acceptable for the majority of the group.

(b) If group members 1 and 2’s ideal policy points are too close to each other they mix between proposing an alternative and not when the net benefit of doing so is positive for both group members and the alternative is acceptable for the majority of the group.
Setting the Status Quo

The group leader chooses a status quo that maximizes his utility. Since in the purely representative institution the choice of the status quo is final its choice is straightforward. Any group leader \(i\) chooses his own ideal policy point as the status quo: \(s^* = x_i\). In the direct democratic institution he must select a status quo without risking any other group member to propose an alternative, i.e. the net benefit of any other group member’s proposition must be non-positive. Formally,

\[
\max_s U(x_i, s) \quad \text{s.t. } \forall j \neq i: \exists a_j: [U(x_j, a_j) - c_a > U(x_j, s) \land \exists n \neq j: U(x_n, a_j) \geq U(x_n, s)]
\]

If the median group member is the group leader the solution to this maximization problem is straightforward, again. Choosing his own ideal policy point as the status quo makes him immune to the others proposing alternatives since any alternative will make two group members worse off. In the following I solve this maximization problem for the case that group member 3 is the group leader. The solution for group member 1 is analogous. The group leader has to consider the conditions for the pure strategies Nash equilibrium \((k^*; l^*) = (0; 0)\) from the “Propose Alternative” Stage. The crucial conditions are \(s \leq x_2 + \frac{c_a}{2}\) and \(s \leq c_a\). Taking into account every possible degree of closeness of the other group members’ ideal policy points the group leader chooses the respective maximum value of these upper bounds for \(s\). Additionally, the group leader’s own ideal policy point might be lower than those bounds, hence choosing it as the status quo instead would maximize his utility without risking the proposition of any alternative. The resulting optimal status quo is \(s^* = \min \{\max \{c_a, x_2 + \frac{c_a}{2}\}, x_3\}\).

Proposition 2

(a) In the purely representative institution the group leader always chooses his own ideal policy point as the status quo.
(b) In the direct democratic institution the group leader always chooses a status quo close enough to the median group member’s ideal policy point to prevent any other group member from proposing an alternative. There is only an indirect effect of direct democracy as the institution is actually never used.

---

17 In analyzing the case of individual 3 being the group leader the assumption regarding the status quo \(x_2 \leq s \leq x_3\) from the previous stages proves very useful.
18 Even in the case of the other group members mixing between proposing and not proposing an alternative any other than the opposition-free status quo decreases the group leader’s expected utility.
19 It can readily be seen from this expression that an increase in costs \(c_a\) would allow the group leader to set a status quo closer to his own ideal policy point without fearing the proposition of an alternative.
Election

If there is a vote on the candidates, i.e. there are two or more group members running for being elected as group leader, each group member votes for the group member whose ideal policy point is closest to her own.

Running for Election

A group member only runs for election if the net benefit of doing so is not negative. In the analysis of this stage I further restrict the ordering of the individual ideal policy points I applied at the beginning of my analysis by assuming \( x_3 \geq 2x_2 \), i.e. the distance between group member 2 and 3’s ideal policy points is at least as large as the distance between group member 1 and 2’s ideal policy points.\(^{20}\) Payoffs in this stage’s three-player game are determined by the outcome of the vote, the status quo the respective group leader would choose, and the cost of running for election. Payoffs matrices differ under the different institutions because the status quo choice differs. I first analyze this stage under the purely representative institution where status quo choice is always identical to the ideal policy point of the respective group leader. The payoff matrix for \( x_3 > 2x_2 \) is given in Table 3.\(^{21}\)

\(^{20}\) This condition results from simplifying \( x_3 - x_2 \geq x_2 - x_1 \). Remember that I normalized the set of ideal policy points by setting \( x_1 = 0 \). Any constellation of ideal policy points can be transformed in such a way that this condition is met. Keep also in mind that in the analysis of this stage only the distances between ideal policy points, not the actual ideal policy points themselves, are important.

\(^{21}\) For \( x_3 = 2x_2 \), i.e. the distance between the median group member’s ideal policy point and any other group member’s ideal policy point is equal, the payoff matrix can be simplified further. Additionally, in case both individual 1 and 2 run for election, the median member is indifferent between voting for either of them, thus randomizing her vote. This results in different entries in the respective cell of the matrix. The payoff matrix for this special case is shown Table A.1 in the appendix.
Let $p$, $q$, and $r$ be the probability of group members 1, 2, and 3, respectively, to run for election. Each group member chooses to run for election if the expected payoff from doing so is not smaller than the expected payoff of not running, yielding the following three conditions:\footnote{For pure strategies these conditions have to be strictly met, for mixed strategies indifference between strategies, i.e. equality of the respective condition, suffices.}

\begin{align*}
-(x_3 - x_2)qr - \frac{1}{3}(x_2 + x_3)q + \frac{1}{3}(2x_3 - x_2)r + \frac{1}{3}(x_2 + x_3) - c_e & \geq 0 \\
& \text{for group member 1,}
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
-(x_3 - x_2)pr - \left(\frac{1}{3}x_3 - x_2\right)p + \left(\frac{2}{3}x_3 - x_2\right)r + \frac{1}{3}x_3 - c_e & \geq 0 \\
& \text{for group member 2, and}
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
(x_3 - x_2)pq - \frac{1}{3}(2x_3 - x_2)p - \frac{1}{3}(2x_3 - x_2)q + \frac{1}{3}(2x_3 - x_2) - c_e & \geq 0 \\
& \text{for group member 3.}
\end{align*}

This stage has multiple equilibria in pure strategies, in totally mixed strategies, i.e. every group member mixes between running and not running for election, and partially mixed strategies, i.e. one group member has a pure strategy while the other two mix between running and not running for election. The number and types of equilibria differ substantially across different ideal policy sets. Across all ideal policy sets specific “areas” containing the same combination of equilibria can be identified, although the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group member 3</th>
<th>Group member 2</th>
<th>Group member 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Run</td>
<td>Run</td>
<td>Do Not Run</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{3}(-x_2 - x_3) - c_e; \frac{1}{3}(-x_3 - c_e)$</td>
<td>$(-c_e; -x_2; -x_3 - c_e)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do Not Run</td>
<td>$(-x_2 - c_e; -(x_3 - x_2) - c_e)$</td>
<td>$(-x_3; -(x_3 - x_2); -c_e)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do Not Run</td>
<td>$(-x_2 - c_e; -(x_3 - x_2))$</td>
<td>$\left(\frac{1}{3}(-x_2 - x_3); \frac{1}{3}(-x_3); \frac{1}{3}(-2x_3 + x_2)\right)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do Not Run</td>
<td>$\left(\frac{1}{3}(-x_2 - x_3); \frac{1}{3}(-x_3); \frac{1}{3}(-2x_3 + x_2)\right)$</td>
<td>$\left(\frac{1}{3}(-x_2 - x_3); \frac{1}{3}(-x_3); \frac{1}{3}(-2x_3 + x_2)\right)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Payoff matrix of the stage “Run for Election” under the purely representative institution; within each cell the first payoff belongs to group member 1, the second to group member 2, and the third to group member 3.
probabilities of mixed strategies also differ within those areas. So rather than presenting a general theoretical derivation for all the equilibria in this stage I calculated all equilibria explicitly by using the parameters I apply in my experiment: \( c_a = 20 \) and \( c_e = 10 \). The identified “equilibrium areas” of this stage under the purely representative institution are summarized in Figure A.1 in the appendix. The main result of these calculations is that, unless the group members’ ideal policy points are very close to each other \( x_3 \leq \frac{3}{2} c_a + \frac{1}{2} x_2 \), at least one group member runs for election (with positive probability).

I now turn to analyzing this stage under the direct democratic institution. Immediately following from the optimal choice of the status quo in the “Set Status Quo” Stage under this institution, for \( x_2 < \frac{1}{2} c_a \) and \( x_3 \leq c_a \) the payoff matrix, and thus the analysis, of this stage is identical to the one under the purely representative institution. Because the group members’ ideal policy points are close enough to each other, setting the status quo to their respective ideal policy point as the group leader would not provoke any other group member to propose an alternative later in the game. For ideal policy sets with \( x_2 \geq \frac{1}{2} c_a \) and \( x_3 > c_a \) the elected group leader has to choose a status quo which is close enough to the median group member’s ideal policy point for anybody to propose a beneficial alternative later in the game. For the remaining ideal policy sets with \( x_2 < \frac{1}{2} c_a \) and \( x_3 > c_a \) this restriction only applies to group member 3 while group member 1 chooses her own ideal policy point as status quo. The resulting payoff matrices for \( x_3 > 2x_2 \) is shown in Tables 4 and 5, respectively.
Again, let \( p, q, \) and \( r \) be the probability of group members 1, 2, and 3, respectively, to run for election. Each group member chooses to run for election if the expected payoff
from doing so is not smaller than the expected payoff of not running. For \( x_2 \geq \frac{1}{2} c_a \) and \( x_3 > c_a \) (cf. Table 4) this leads to the conditions \(-\frac{1}{2} c_a q + \frac{1}{2} c_a - c_e \geq 0\) and \(-c_a q + \frac{1}{2} c_a - c_e \geq 0\) for group members 1 and 3, respectively. Using my assumption regarding the costs substituting \( c_e = \frac{1}{2} c_a \) then leads to the simplified conditions \(-\frac{1}{2} c_a q \geq 0\) and \(-c_a q \geq 0\). Because these conditions can never be true both group member 1 and 3 will not run for election, i.e. \( p = r = 0 \). Applying this result and the cost assumption to group member 2’s condition \( \frac{1}{6} c_a (-3pr + p + r + 2) - c_e \geq 0 \) leads to \(-\frac{1}{3} c_a \geq 0\) which can never be satisfied, either. Thus, there is one unique Nash equilibrium in pure strategies where no group member runs for election when group members 1 and 2’s ideal policy points are not too close to each other (\( x_2 \geq \frac{1}{2} c_a \)).

For \( x_2 < \frac{1}{2} c_a \) and \( x_3 > c_a \) (cf. Table 5) group members run for election if the following conditions are met:

\[
-\frac{1}{2} c_a q r - \frac{1}{3} \left( 2x_2 + \frac{1}{2} c_a \right) q + \frac{1}{3} \left( x_2 + c_a \right) r + \frac{1}{3} \left( 2x_2 + \frac{1}{2} c_a \right) - c_e \geq 0
\]

for group member 1,

\[
-\frac{1}{2} c_a p r + \frac{1}{3} \left( x_2 - \frac{1}{2} c_a \right) p - \frac{1}{3} \left( 2x_2 - c_a \right) r + \frac{1}{3} \left( 2x_2 + \frac{1}{2} c_a \right) - c_e \geq 0
\]

for group member 2, and

\[
\frac{1}{2} c_a p q - \frac{1}{3} \left( x_2 + c_a \right) p - \frac{1}{3} \left( x_2 + c_a \right) q + \frac{1}{3} \left( x_2 + c_a \right) - c_e \geq 0
\]

for group member 3.

The number of different “equilibrium areas” is much smaller here than under the purely representative institution. They are summarized in Figure A.2 in the appendix. At least one group member runs for election (with positive probability) only when one group member’s ideal policy point is relatively far off (\( x_3 > \frac{3}{2} c_a + \frac{1}{2} x_2 \)) while the other members’ ideal policy points are close to each other (\( x_2 < \frac{1}{2} c_a \)).

**Proposition 3**

(a) When leadership is endogenous in the purely representative institution group members run for election more often than under the direct democratic institution.

(b) For all ideal policy sets where any group member runs for election in either political institution, in the purely representative institution it is more likely that the median group member is among the candidates.
To summarize the analysis of the complete model, I briefly describe theoretical behavior for the four treatments, separately:

- **EXRD**: The group leader chooses his own ideal policy point as the status quo.
- **ENRD**: At least one group member runs for election with positive probability unless the ideal policy points are too close to each other. The appointed group leader then chooses his own ideal policy point as the status quo.
- **EXDD**: The group leader chooses a status quo just close enough to the median member’s ideal policy point not to provoke any other group member to propose an alternative. Hence, no alternative is proposed and the status quo is final.
- **ENDD**: Only if there is one relatively extreme group member and the other group members’ ideal policy points are close to each other at least one group member runs for election with positive probability. The appointed group leader then chooses a status quo just close enough to the median member’s ideal policy point not to provoke any other group member to propose an alternative. Hence, no alternative is proposed and the status quo is final.

It is noteworthy that theoretically in my model the direct democratic institution is never actually used, hence never incurring any costs to the group. Thus, there is only an indirect effect of direct democracy forcing the group leader to apply a moderate policy in order to prevent any opposition through the successful proposition of an alternative policy. However, the group incurs costs when group leadership is endogenous. These costs are on average higher in the purely representative institution as there are more possible occasions which group members run for election in.

As the efficiency of political outcomes is the main interest of this paper, on the basis of the previous theoretical analysis I can now make statements in this regard for each of the four treatments. Efficiency is measured as the relation of the achieved group utility determined by the final policy $z$ to the maximally possible group utility which is achieved by setting the policy to the median group member’s ideal policy point. Additionally, both values are adjusted by the minimal group utility in the respective ideal policy set which results from either of the corner solutions for the final policy (0 or 100). Formally, this is

$$\text{EFF} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{3} U_i(x_i, z) - \min\{\sum_{i=1}^{3} U_i(x_i, 0); \sum_{i=1}^{3} U_i(x_i, 100)\}}{\sum_{i=1}^{3} U_i(x_i, x_2) - \min\{\sum_{i=1}^{3} U_i(x_i, 0); \sum_{i=1}^{3} U_i(x_i, 100)\}}$$

In order to make my statements comparable to the experimental results later, in my calculations I apply the utility function $U_i(x_i, z) = 100 - |z - x_i|$ which is the payoff
function used in the experiment. For the exogenous treatments I calculate for every ideal policy set the average efficiency on the basis of every group member being the group leader with equal probability. Furthermore, in the endogenous treatments where multiple Nash equilibria in the first stage of the game are possible I calculate the average efficiency considering all of the respective equilibria with equal weights, as well as a minimum (maximum) efficiency resulting from the equilibrium that would generate the lowest (highest) group payoff. The efficiencies are listed in Table 6. The gross policy efficiency is the efficiency of the final policy alone while the net policy efficiency also considers the costs for running for election in the endogenous treatments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>gross policy efficiency</th>
<th>net policy efficiency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EXRD</td>
<td>95.92%</td>
<td>84.05%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXDD</td>
<td>94.49%</td>
<td>93.51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENRD</td>
<td>84.05%</td>
<td>88.55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENDD</td>
<td>93.72%</td>
<td>93.91%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Theoretical efficiencies in the different treatments

Considering gross policy efficiency EXRD performs worst as randomly appointed group leaders choose their own ideal points as the status quo. Introducing only the direct democratic institution (EXDD) to this game increases policy efficiency by almost 10 percentage points due to the indirect effect of direct democracy, i.e. the sole provision of the direct democratic institution increases the policy efficiency although it is actually never used. An even larger increase in efficiency can be observed when only the election of the group leader is introduced in ENRD as on average more moderate group leaders are appointed. When both mechanisms are in place (ENDD) the increase in efficiency is just not as high as in ENRD or ENDD. The interaction of endogenous leadership and direct democratic institution causes no group member to run for election in most ideal policy sets, and if a group member runs for election the median group member is rarely one of them.

Once I take into account the costs for running for election the picture changes dramatically. The net policy efficiency in ENRD now is only slightly higher than in EXRD because group members run for election in almost any possible ideal policy set incurring costs to the group. Due to the fact that group members rarely run for election in ENDD the costs only slightly decrease net policy efficiency in this treatment. As a result, the indirect effect of direct democracy reappears as ENDD now outperforms

---

23 As Figure A.1 in the appendix shows, there is a large area of ideal policy sets where in equilibrium only the median group member runs for election which leads to maximum policy efficiency.
ENRD in terms of efficiency. Thus, the indirect effect of direct democracy is now two-fold: it restricts group leaders in their status quo choice and thereby it reduces candidate competition beforehand. However, the policy efficiency in ENRD is still only slightly short of the policy efficiency in EXDD.

4 Experimental Design and Procedure

I employ a 2x2 treatment design, varying the type of leadership (exogenous and endogenous) between-subjects, and the political institution (purely representative and direct democratic) within-subjects. As already described in Section 3.3, treatments are labeled EXRD, EXDD, ENRD, and ENDD. Every session consists of two parts with 20 decision periods where in each part participants interact under a different institution (keeping the type of leadership constant) and the order is changed across sessions. Using partners matching, participants are divided in groups of three which stay fixed during the entire session. This way, I obtain 20 independent observations for each type of leadership, half of them for each order of political institutions.24

The experiment was conducted at the Cologne Laboratory for Experimental Economics. It was computerized using z-Tree (Fischbacher, 1999) and participants were recruited with ORSEE (Greiner, 2004). In total, 120 students of different fields of study of the University of Cologne attended 4 sessions of 30 participants each that lasted approximately 90 minutes. Earnings were expressed in points which were exchanged for cash at the end of the session for € 1 per 300 points. Participants earned an average of € 12.84.25

5 Experimental Results

This section reports the experimental results. In turn, I focus on the effects of different institutional settings on policy efficiency, on candidates for election and leader types in the endogenous treatments as well as their effect on efficiency levels, and finally on the proposition of alternatives.

5.1 The Institutional Effects on Efficiency

In this section I report the experimental results on the efficiency of group outcomes in my four treatments. In particular, I analyze the efficiency levels of both the status quo

24 In the treatment ENRD efficiency levels of group outcomes are significantly higher in the second part than in the first part (89% vs. 93%). However, this level effect does not affect the main results of my analysis. In general, I arrive at the same qualitative conclusions if I only consider the first parts of each session in my analysis.

25 The instructions for the experiment can be found in the appendix.
which is initially set by the group leader and the final policy which results from any successful alternative proposition (in the DD treatments). I assess efficiency with the same measure I applied in the theoretical analysis in Section 3.2. The average efficiency levels in the different treatments (and different stages of the respective game) are shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 3: Average efficiency levels of status quo and final policy in the different treatments](image)

The left (right) part of Figure 3 shows the average efficiency levels in the treatments EXRD and EXDD (ENRD and ENDD) where the group leader is exogenous (endogenous). The areas in the background of the bar diagrams represent the theoretically predicted average efficiency levels of the final policy as derived in Section 3.2; the dark (light) grey area shows the theoretical efficiency in the respective RD (DD) treatment. Additionally, for the endogenous treatments the dashed (dotted) line illustrates the resulting efficiency levels in ENRD (ENDD) when also the costs of running for election are considered. The dark bars show, in turn, the efficiency levels of the status quo (and final policy) in the respective RD treatment,26 the status quo in the respective DD treatment (DD SQ), the final policy accepted after alternatives have (or have not) been proposed (DD Policy), and the final policy considering the costs induced by proposing alternatives (DD net). Furthermore, for the endogenous treatments the lighter bars show the respective efficiencies when the costs of running for election are additionally considered.

Before turning to treatment comparisons, I take a brief look at each treatment’s performance with regard to the theoretical prediction of policy efficiency. The average efficiency level in EXRD is significantly higher than predicted (Sign-Test, p=0.0577)

---

26 Remember that in the treatments with the purely representative institution the status quo automatically becomes the final policy determining utility.
but theory overestimates the effect of the direct democratic institution as the average efficiency in EXDD is significantly lower than predicted (Sign Test, p=0.0001). In the treatments ENRD and ENDD the measured average efficiencies never reach the predicted levels (Sign-Test, p<0.01 for all comparisons). However, calculating theoretical efficiencies on the basis of elected group leaders reveals the same observation. In ENRD the average efficiency is significantly higher than predicted (two-tailed Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks, p=0.0607) and in ENDD it is significantly lower than predicted (two-tailed Wilcoxon Signed Ranks, p=0.0001).27 Obviously, in contrast to Proposition 2 on average randomly appointed group leaders who are restricted (not restricted) by direct democracy act more (less) selfishly than predicted.

The remainder of this section deals with treatment comparisons of status quo and policy efficiencies. Comparisons are based on a two-tailed Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test for within-subjects comparisons and a two-tailed Mann-Whitney U-Test for between-subjects comparisons. The average of the considered efficiency levels and the p-values for all pairwise comparisons are shown in Table 7.

---

27 The status quo/policy efficiencies in the data may fall short of the predicted overall efficiencies for two reasons. Either the group leaders behave differently than predicted or the outcome of the candidate election differs from the theoretical prediction. To evaluate the group leaders’ behavior the theoretical efficiency levels on the basis of the actually elected group leader needs to be calculated. The resulting efficiencies are 0.90 (ENRD) and 0.95 (ENDD), considering election costs they are 0.77 (ENRD) and 0.87 (ENDD).
Table 7: Average status quo and final policy efficiency levels for all treatments (grey cells) and p-values of pairwise treatment comparisons (central white cells). Statistically significant differences in bold.

I first turn to the treatments with *exogenous leadership*. In the purely representative institution the efficiency is always significantly lower than the efficiency of either status quo or final policy in any other treatment (in all pairwise comparisons p<0.05). When the direct democratic institution is available efficiency of the status quo set by the group leader is substantially and significantly higher than in the purely representative democracy (two-tailed Wilcoxon Signed Ranks, p=0.0028). This difference in efficiency can be attributed to the indirect effect of direct democracy as the group leaders anticipate and seek to avoid the other group members to propose alternatives to the status quo. Through the process of proposing alternatives the average efficiency of the final policy is even larger than the status quo efficiency (two-tailed Wilcoxon Signed Ranks, p=0.0001). The difference between status quo and policy efficiency reflects the direct effect of direct democracy. However, considering the costs induced by this process the efficiency of the final policy is significantly lower than the status quo’s efficiency (two-tailed Wilcoxon Signed Ranks, p=0.0026), but still higher than the policy efficiency in the purely representative institution (two-tailed Wilcoxon Signed Ranks, p=0.0366). The costs of proposing alternatives more than outweigh the direct effect of direct democracy (i.e. the immediate benefit of actually proposing alternatives), and also partly but not completely abolish the indirect effect of direct democracy.
Average efficiency levels in the treatments with *endogenous leadership* reveal a similar picture. However, there is no statistically significant difference between the status quo efficiencies of purely representative and direct democratic institution (two-tailed Wilcoxon Signed Ranks, $p=0.279$), i.e. there is no measurable indirect effect of direct democracy when group leaders can be elected by the group. After alternatives have been proposed and decided on by the group the final policy efficiency is significantly higher than both status quo efficiencies in RD and DD (two-tailed Wilcoxon Signed Ranks, $p=0.0017$ and $p=0.0001$, respectively). Hence, a direct effect of direct democracy can be observed. However, considering the costs of proposing alternatives the final policy efficiency is statistically lower than the initial status quo in DD and not significantly different from the status quo in RD (two-tailed Wilcoxon Signed Ranks, $p=0.008$ and $p=0.654$, respectively). As in the exogenous treatments the direct effect of direct democracy is completely abolished; the costs of direct democracy more than outweigh its benefit.

After comparing efficiency levels within the different leadership treatments I now investigate the effect of the type of leadership on status quo and policy efficiency. The possibility of electing the group leader leads to a significantly higher efficiency in a purely representative institution (two-tailed Mann-Whitney U-Test, $p=0.0058$). In contrast, when the direct democratic institution is available the type of leadership does not have a significant effect on either status quo or policy efficiencies.

Finally, if I take into account the costs of running for election in the *endogenous* treatments the respective efficiency levels drop substantially and significantly even beyond the efficiency level of the final policy in EXRD. However, when comparing the resulting total net efficiency levels the indirect effect of direct democracy reappears, i.e. now the direct democratic institution causes the final policy efficiency to be higher than the final policy in the purely representative institution again. This is due to the fact that the actual costs of running for election are much higher in ENRD than in ENDD. Because being the group leader is much more attractive in ENRD more group members might choose to run for election in this treatment inducing more costs. In ENDD the average number of candidates might be lower because group members know that as a leader they are restricted in their action space by the direct democratic institution. I look at this aspect in more detail in Section 5.2.

Concluding this section, it can be asserted that, despite not meeting the theoretical predictions quantitatively, the data qualitatively confirms the picture that theory draws. There is a strong indirect effect of direct democracy when group leaders have discretionary power (i.e. they are randomly appointed) and when they are elected and
election costs are considered. In contrast to Proposition 2, the data also shows a sizeable direct effect of direct democracy which is nullified by the costs the institution entails.

**Result 1 (Status Quo and Policy Efficiency)**

(i) There is an indirect effect of direct democracy when leadership is exogenous. The indirect effect can also be observed under endogenous leadership only when the costs of running for election are considered.

(ii) Efficiency levels under the direct democratic institution do not differ irrespective of whether the group leader was appointed exogenously or endogenously.

(iii) There is always a strong direct effect of direct democracy.

(iv) The cost of the direct democratic institution always outweighs the direct effect of direct democracy and even partly abolishes its indirect effect.

### 5.2 Candidates and Leader Types

In this section I investigate two possible reasons for the fact that overall net policy efficiency levels in the treatments with endogenous leadership are not as high as theory would predict. One reason might be that too many group members run for being elected as the group leader. Another reason might be that the wrong “types” of group members are running (and, in turn, are elected). To investigate the latter reason, I define three types of group leaders: (i) the *median leader* who is the group member with the median ideal policy point of the group, (ii) the *coalitional leader* whose ideal policy point is on either end of the current ideal policy set but is close enough to the other members to not provoke the proposition of an alternative (when the direct democratic institution is available) by setting his own ideal policy point as the status quo, and (iii) the *extreme leader* whose selfish interests are always in conflict with the preferences of the other group members. Figure 4 shows the distribution of these leader types in the different treatments as well as average number of candidates running for election in the endogenous treatments.

---

28 Thus, if e.g. the coalitional leader’s ideal policy point is $x_3$ his optimal status quo is $s^* = \min \left\{ \max \left\{ c_0, x_2 + \frac{c_2}{2} \right\}, x_3 \right\} = x_3$. 
First, on average there are significantly more candidates in ENRD than in ENDD (1.56 vs. 1.03, two-tailed Wilcoxon Signed Ranks, p=0.0001). This finding is in line with Proposition 3 and corroborates the conjecture from the previous section that in ENRD being the group leader is more attractive, resulting in more candidates running for election and thus generating higher costs than in ENDD. Second, the distributions of group leader types in the exogenous treatments (EXRD and EXDD) serve as a benchmark because leadership is determined randomly here. Unsurprisingly, there is no statistically significant difference between these two treatments. The distribution of group leader types in ENDD does not significantly differ from either benchmark distribution. Because group leaders are indirectly restricted in their status quo choice by the direct democratic institution in this treatment the actual type of the group leader is not decisive for the policy outcome. Although observing the same distribution in EXRD, EXDD, and ENDD, the efficiency levels in the direct democratic treatments are always higher, i.e. here it is the direct democratic institution that is (indirectly) driving policy outcomes. In ENRD the relative frequency of extreme group leaders is smaller than in the other treatments. However, this frequency is only significantly different in comparison to EXRD (two-tailed Whitney-Mann U-Test, p=0.0422). Given the difference in efficiency levels between EXRD and ENRD, the group leader type seems to play an important part in driving the policy outcomes.

To further investigate the direct relationship between leader types and policy efficiency I run a panel regression with the status quo efficiency as the dependent variable for the RD and DD treatments separately. The regression results are reported in Table 8.
The dummy variable for endogenous leadership takes on the value 0 if leadership is exogenous and 1 if leadership is endogenous. In the RD treatments the endogeneity of leadership has a substantial and significant positive impact on efficiency while in the DD treatments it has none. This is in line with my previous results that the indirect effect of direct democracy is the main driver of high (status quo) efficiency irrespective the type of leadership. I also include dummies for the leader types (with the median leader as the reference type). Both for the RD and DD treatments the estimation models (1) and (2) differ with respect to the inclusion of interactions terms interacting leadership institution and leader type. An extreme leader always has a strong and significant negative effect on status quo efficiency. This effect is much stronger in the RD treatments as in the DD treatments the indirect effect of direct democracy mitigates the behavior of extreme leaders. Coalitional leaders only have a significant negative impact on status quo efficiency in the RD treatment with endogenous leadership, i.e. they only systematically exploit their position as policy maker if they are elected which may be due to a notion of entitlement through the election. The number of candidates only has a significant negative effect on efficiency in the RD treatments as well. This result also hints towards the notion of entitlement when being elected. Because in the
RD treatments, once appointed, group leaders are not institutionally restricted they might feel entitled to serve their own interest as they invested in running for election (and have actually been elected), even more so if the competition during election was stronger. Finally, I include the period to check whether efficiency changes over time. In the RD treatments the period has a significant negative effect on efficiency while in the DD treatments the effect is significantly positive. This indicates that leaders in RD seem to “learn” to act more selfishly while in DD leaders seem to “learn” that they are restricted in their actions by the threat of the direct democratic institution.

**Result 2 (Candidates and Leader Types)**

(i) There are more group members running for election in the purely representative institution than in the direct democratic institution.

(ii) On average the possibility to be elected as group leader results in less extreme group leaders in the purely representative institution.

(iii) When leadership is endogenous the distribution of leader types in the direct democratic institution does not differ from a randomly determined distribution of leader types.

(iv) Extreme leaders reduce the status quo efficiency irrespective of the political institution; the reduction is stronger when the direct democratic institution is not available. Coalitional leaders only reduce the status quo efficiency when leadership is endogenous and the direct democratic institution is not available.

**5.3 Proposition of Alternatives**

In this section I take a detailed look at the alternatives being proposed under the direct democratic institution to investigate the direct effect of direct democracy and, in particular, why the net efficiency after the proposition of an alternative is lower than the initial status quo. Figure 5 depicts for each treatment the relative frequency of cases which proposing an alternative would be beneficial in, i.e. the net gain of proposing an alternative is positive (black bars). For the DD treatments only, the grey bars represent the relative frequencies of cases at least one alternative is actually proposed in when it is beneficial to do so (dark grey) and when it is not beneficial to so (light grey). Cumulating the corresponding grey bars results in the total relative frequency of cases at least one alternative is actually proposed in.
The relative frequencies of cases where the proposition of an alternative would be beneficial are significantly higher in the treatments with the purely representative institution than in the treatments with direct democracy (for all pairwise comparisons \( p<0.05 \)).\(^{29}\) The comparison of the type of leadership appointment for a given political institution reveals no significant difference in these frequencies. Obviously, it is rather the direct democratic institution than the endogeneity of leadership that leads group leaders to completely avert the proposition of alternatives more often by adjusting their status quo to the median member’s ideal policy point. This corroborates the results from Section 5.1 and is in line with Proposition 2 regarding the indirect effect of direct democracy. However, the other group members actually propose any alternative significantly less often than it is called for in both direct democratic treatments (two-tailed Wilcoxon Signed Ranks, \( p=0.0423 \) (EXDD) and \( p=0.0077 \) (ENDD)).\(^{30}\) Moreover, in only 63% (55%) of all cases in the EXDD (ENDD) treatment when an alternative is actually proposed, the status quo potentially allows for a beneficial alternative. There is no statistically significant difference between these rates. This observation is in conflict with Proposition 1 which states that alternatives should be proposed if they are beneficial to the majority of the group. Moreover, the relative frequency of actually proposing an alternative does not significantly differ across the direct democratic

\(^{29}\) Again, all within-subject comparisons are based on a two-tailed Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test and between-subjects comparisons are based on a Whitney-Mann U-Test. Specifically, the \( p \)-values for the pairwise comparisons are: EXRD vs. EXDD, \( p=0.0029 \); EXRD vs. ENDD, \( p=0.0041 \); ENRD vs. EXDD, \( p=0.0182 \); ENRD vs. ENDD, \( p=0.025 \).

\(^{30}\) The sum of the lighter bars reflects the frequency of cases when any alternative (beneficial or unbeneificial) is actually proposed.
treatments. Hence, while excessive use of the direct democratic institution cannot be the reason of the weak net direct effect of direct democracy, its cause lies in the choice of alternatives being proposed which will be dealt with next.

Figure 6: Average status quo efficiency of all occasions when an alternative was proposed vs. average proposed alternative efficiency (with and without costs) in the direct democratic treatments

Figure 6 shows the average efficiency levels of proposed alternatives with and without the consideration of the costs of the initiative. These efficiencies are contrasted with the corresponding average status quo efficiencies of all occasions when an alternative was proposed. In both treatments, the alternative itself leads to significantly higher efficiency levels than the status quo (Wilcoxon Signed Ranks, $p=0.0002$ (EXDD) and $p=0.0009$ (ENDD)). However, considering the costs of proposing an alternative reveals that the resulting average net efficiencies are significantly lower than the status quo (Wilcoxon Signed Ranks, $p=0.0048$ (EXDD) and $p=0.0032$ (ENDD)). It is noteworthy that 85% (78%) of all proposed alternatives in EXDD (ENDD) are accepted by the majority. Again, this is in conflict to Proposition 1. In addition to the fact that also unaccepted alternatives generate costs, these observations result in the relatively weak net policy efficiencies observed in Section 5.1. This leads to the conjecture that group members do not only use the direct democratic institution to produce a more efficient

---

31 Actually proposing two alternatives at the same time is also possible reason for the efficiency reducing nature of the observed direct effect of direct democracy. As only one alternative can be accepted the extra alternative generates additional costs without any efficiency gain. However, this only happens very rarely and thus does not drive the effect.

32 Considering only the average net efficiency of the alternatives that are actually accepted by the majority of a group delivers almost equal values, thus they are not reported here.
outcome but rather to punish the group leader for not conforming with the entire group even if it means incurring additional and, from an efficiency standpoint, unnecessary costs.\textsuperscript{33}

**Result 3 (Proposing Alternatives)**

(i) The frequency of status quo decisions that allow for the beneficial proposal of an alternative is lower under the direct democratic institution than under the purely representative institution. However, it is not affected by the method of leadership appointment.

(ii) Alternatives are proposed less often than would be beneficial for the group.

(iii) In a sizeable share of all occasions an alternative is proposed at, proposing is not beneficial to the group.

(iv) On average the proposed alternatives are more efficient than the status quo but considering the costs of proposing an alternative the resulting net efficiency is lower.

**6 Conclusion**

This paper presents the results of a laboratory experiment to investigate the effects of the initiative on net outcome efficiency by explicitly taking into account the costs of the political process and allowing for endogenous appointment of the policy setter. Among a group of three agents a group leader is assigned who sets a status quo. Each group member’s payoff is determined by the status quo’s relative position to her respective ideal policy point while all agents have complete information about the ideal policy set.

In one dimension treatments vary in the political institution. In the purely representative democracy the group leader’s status quo is final, and in direct democracy any other group member may oppose the status quo by proposing a costly alternative policy subject to a simple majority vote. In another dimension treatments vary in the method group leadership is determined. It can be either exogenous (by random assignment) or endogenous (by candidate election while running for election is costly).

The experimental results show a strong indirect effect of direct democracy on outcome efficiencies under exogenous leadership, i.e. the group leader sets a moderate status quo in order to avert an alternative proposal. However, the availability of the direct democratic institution does not improve efficiency levels when the group leader is determined endogenously. While the direct democratic institution serves as a means to discipline even extreme group leaders, the sole possibility to be elected results in less

\textsuperscript{33} For example Fehr and Gächter (2000) make a similar argument for punishment in public good games.
extreme group leaders in the first place. The combination of both direct democracy and endogenous leadership does not enhance status quo efficiency any further. Taking into account the election costs in the endogenous treatments reveals that direct democracy reduces candidate competition to a high degree, thus substantially reducing election costs and increasing net efficiency again. These observations are in line with the theoretical analysis of the game. A direct effect of direct democracy caused by the actual use of the direct democratic institution can always be observed. However, this effect is always completely balanced out by the costs generated by the process but the indirect effect remains. This is mainly due to the fact that on average too often alternatives are proposed that are unable to compensate the costs they induce. The fact that the initiative is used even when its costs are higher than its benefits allows conjecturing that the initiative is seen as a costly punishment device and used as such.

The experimental data essentially confirms theoretical (e.g. Gerber, 1996) and empirical findings (e.g. Matsusaka, 2005a) that the possibility of direct democracy, especially the initiative, serves as a credible threat towards politicians who, in turn, pass laws that are closer to the median voter’s preferences leading to outcomes that are more efficient. This is also in line with the findings of Güth et al. (2004). Moreover, this is true even without the actual use of the direct democratic institution. However, the results also show that either the election of the representative or the initiative suffices to achieve high policy efficiencies. While running for election is costly the sole availability of the initiative is “free of charge” making it superior with regard to overall outcome efficiency. The initiative averts inefficiencies by excessive competition during candidate election because only “sincere” candidates run for office that are willing to serve the median voter’s preferences to some degree, and thus increase group efficiency. This conjecture is supported by the fact that status quo efficiencies in the endogenous treatments do not differ although on average there is always a positive number of candidates and the distribution of leader types is different across the endogenous treatments. Given that there are elections on a regular basis in democratic systems the provision of the initiative has a two-fold efficiency enhancing indirect effect. It affects policy making decisions by the government as a credible threat and, in turn, reduces campaign costs by decreasing candidate competition. But the data also give some support to arguments stating that the costs of direct democracy cancel out utility gains (Grillo, 1997) as the observed direct effect is even overcompensated by the costs. To a certain degree this can be related to the results of Fischer and Nicklisch (2007) where the costs of rejecting the provision of a particular public good induces reduce overall efficiency. This argument does not apply to the indirect effect of direct democracy, however.
A natural extension of my experiment would be the inclusion of preference uncertainty. Complete information about all group members’ ideal policy points was chosen for the sake of keeping the experiment simple and the interpretation of behavior straightforward but this assumption is clearly violated in practice. Asymmetric information among political agents about preferences or uncertainty about the consequences of political actions could be the focus of future experimental studies. Another interesting issue along this line is to what extent and at what cost voters are willing to actively become informed about political issues and the possible outcomes of policies. An extension of my model following Kessler (2004) to incorporate preference uncertainty and information might be possible. Additional treatments could also deal with the issue of different costs of the direct democratic process. Higher costs make it more difficult for the opposition to propose a beneficial alternative. Thus, the policy setter gains more leeway to implement self-serving policies. It might proof interesting to observe how the indirect effect depends on the costs of the process and to what extent (in terms of costs) group members are willing to punish the group leader. And lastly, to get a focus on the reputation and commitment of leadership the model might be extended by introducing legislative periods where leaders are “in the office” for more than one period. I leave those questions and extensions to future research.
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Appendices

A Supplemental Tables and Figures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group member 3</th>
<th>Group member 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Run</td>
<td>Run</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run</td>
<td>Run</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do Not Run</td>
<td>Do Not Run</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run</td>
<td>Run</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do Not Run</td>
<td>Do Not Run</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run</td>
<td>Run</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do Not Run</td>
<td>Do Not Run</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.1: Payoff matrix of the stage “Run for Election” under the purely representative institution for $x_3 = 2x_2$; within each cell the first payoff belongs to group member 1, the second to group member 2, and the third to group member 3.
Figure A.1: Graphical representation of Nash equilibria in the “Running for Election” Stage in ENRD for different combinations of group member’s ideal policy points. Different colors represent areas with different possible equilibria. *Equilibria in pure strategies* are expressed as triples \((p; q; r)\), “tm” stands for *totally mixed equilibria* where all group members use a mixed strategy (but with different probabilities within an area), and “pm” stands for *partially mixed equilibria* where one group member uses a pure strategy (given in brackets) while the other two mix.
Figure A.2: Graphical representation of Nash equilibria in the “Running for Election” Stage in ENDD for different combinations of group member's ideal policy points. Different colors represent areas with different possible equilibria. Equilibria in pure strategies are expressed as triples (p; q; r), “tm” stands for totally mixed equilibria where all group members use a mixed strategy (but with different probabilities within an area), and “pm” stands for partially mixed equilibria where one group member uses a pure strategy (given in brackets) while the other two mix.
Welcome to this experiment! You receive 2.50 Euro for showing up on time. Depending on your decisions and the decisions of other participants you can earn additional money. During the experiment we use points instead of Euro. These will be exchanged at the following rate:

300 points = 1 Euro

At the end of the experiment your total amount of points will be exchanged into Euro and, including the show-up fee of 2.50 Euro, paid to you in cash. All payments are made anonymously, i.e. no other participant will be informed about your payment. Please do not communicate with other participants during the experiment. Should you have any questions, please raise your hand. We will then come to you and gladly answer your questions individually. Compliance with this rule is very important. Otherwise the experimental results will be scientifically useless.

‘Parts A and B’ and ‘Decision Periods’

The experiment consists of two parts, Part A and Part B. We begin with the instructions for Part A. You will learn about the details of Part B after Part A is completed. Part A consists of 20 Decision Periods.

Instructions for Part A

Groups

At the beginning of the first period all participants are randomly divided into groups of three by the computer. The composition of the groups does not change throughout the 20 periods, i.e. there are always the same participants in a group. Thus, besides yourself there are two other participants in your group. You will never learn who the other two participants in your group are. At the beginning of the first period each member of your group will be assigned a number between 1 and 3 which does not change for the entire 20 periods. This number only serves the purpose of identifying group members and has no effect on any decisions or profits.

Ideal Points and Signals
At the beginning of each period you will be assigned a randomly drawn Ideal Point. This is an integer between 0 and 100 where every number is drawn with equal probability. The other group members will also be assigned a randomly drawn Ideal Point between 0 and 100. Your own Ideal Point is independent of the other group members’ Ideal Points. In each period you learn about the other group members’ Ideal Points, just as the other group members learn about your Ideal Point. Thus, each member is informed about all Ideal Points within a group.

**Group Representative and Status Quo**

At the beginning of each period one member of your group will be elected Group Representative. Each group member who wants to be elected has to run for election and bear costs of 10 points. There are no costs to any group member who does not run for election. If there is a voting all group members may cast a vote. The Group Representative’s task is to choose a Status Quo for the respective period that determines the profits of all group members. The Status Quo will be chosen each period by the respective Group Representative, which may be any integer between 0 and 100. Until further notice, the Status Quo will affect your profit at the end of the period.

**Election of the Group Representative**

If no group member runs for election the Group Representative will be determined randomly by the computer in this period. The probability of becoming the Group Representative is equal for each group member.

If one group member runs for election she will automatically become the Group Representative in this period.

If two or three group members run for election all three group members must vote for one of the candidates. The candidate with the highest number of votes will become Group Representative in this period. If there are three candidates with one vote each the Group Representative will be determined randomly by the computer. Again, the probability of becoming the Group Representative is equal for each group member.

After the Group Representative has been determined, all group members learn about the election result and the Group Representative chooses the Status Quo. Until further notice, each group member’s profit depends on the absolute distance between her own Ideal Point and the chosen Status Quo. The closer the Status Quo is to your Ideal Point the higher is your profit in this period. The farther away it is the lower is your profit. (The exact formula to calculate the profit is presented further below.)
**Again**: The smaller the distance between you Ideal Point und the Status Quo the higher is your profit in this period.

The larger the distance between you Ideal Point und the Status Quo the lower is your profit in this period.

**Proposing an Alternative**

After the Group Representative has chosen the Status Quo the other two group members may propose an Alternative to the Status Quo. Costs of 20 points will accrue to each group member proposing an Alternative which will be deducted from her profit at the end of the period. If you do not propose an Alternative no costs accrue. Each member proposing an Alternative will have to state a number between 0 and 100 as her Alternative.

**Voting on Alternatives**

After all group members have decided whether to propose an Alternative and stated a number accordingly, the Alternatives are revealed to everyone and the whole group (including the Group Representative) votes on the proposed Alternatives.

If **no Alternative** has been proposed there is no voting and the Group Representative’s Status Quo is final.

If **one Alternative** has been proposed each group member casts a vote on whether to accept or reject the proposal. If the majority of the group (i.e. two or three group members) accepts the Alternative it becomes the final Status Quo and, thus, affects the profit of all group members at the end of the period. Otherwise, the Status Quo chosen by the Group Representative remains.

If **two Alternatives** have been proposed each group member casts a vote on each proposal separately whether to accept or reject the proposal. Furthermore, each member has to state which proposal she favors in case both proposals are accepted by the majority. If the majority of the group accepts one of the Alternatives it will become the final Status Quo. If both proposals are accepted the Alternative favored by the majority will become the final Status Quo. If no Alternative is accepted by the majority the Status Quo chosen by the Group Representative remains.
**Period Profit**

Finally, your profit of the period is calculated subject to the final Status Quo determined by the group’s decisions in this period and subject to the costs that accrued to you if you ran for election or proposed an Alternative.

**Your profit in this period**

\[ \text{Your profit in this period} = 100 - \text{absolute distance between Status Quo and your Ideal Point} - \text{costs accrued by running for election and/or proposing an Alternative} \]

**Example 1:** Assume your Ideal Point is 73. The final Status Quo is 45. The absolute distance between your Ideal Point and the Status Quo is 28. Your profit in this period is 100 – 28 = 72. If you ran for election of the Group Representative your profit decreases by 10, resulting in a total of 62.

**Example 2:** Assume the Group Representative chooses the Status Quo your Ideal Point is 17. You decide to propose an Alternative (which costs 20 points) and choose 24. Your proposal is accepted by the majority and becomes the final Status Quo. The absolute distance between your Ideal Point and the Status Quo is 24 - 17 = 7. Your profit in this period calculates as follows: 100 – distance between Ideal Point and Status Quo (7) – costs for proposing an Alternative (20) = 73. If, additionally, you ran for election of the Group Representative your profit decreases by another 10 points, resulting in a total of 63.

**Summary of the Sequence of a Period:**

1. Each group member receives a randomly drawn Ideal Point between 0 and 100.
2. Each group member learns about the Ideal Points of all group members.
3. Each group member decides whether to run for election of the Group Representative (for costs of 10 points) or not.
4. The Group Representative is determined (by voting or randomly, depending on the number of candidates).
5. The Group Representative chooses a Status Quo.
6. All group members; apart from the Group Representative, simultaneously decide whether to propose an Alternative to the Status Quo (for costs of 20 points) and, if so, state their proposal.
7. All three group members vote on the proposed Alternatives, if any have been made.
8. The most supported Alternative will become the final Status Quo. If no Alternative has been proposed or no Alternative is accepted by the majority the Group Representative’s Status Quo remains.
9. All group members receive their profit subject to the final Status Quo and their costs in this period.

**Computer Screens**

In this part of the experiment there are eight relevant screens. The following information will be displayed on every screen:

- In the upper left corner the current period is displayed.
- Below that your identification number is shown.
- In the next box you find a list of your own as well as the Ideal Points of the other group members.

**Screen “Running for Election”**

- In the lower part of the screen you can decide whether to run for election of the Group Representative for costs of 10 points by clicking on the respective button.
Screen “Election of the Group Representative”

- You will see this screen only if at least two of the three group members ran for election of the Group Representative.
- Depending on the number of candidates, two (as in the figure) or three candidates are shown in the lower part of the screen. By clicking on the respective button you can vote for one of the candidates.

Screen “Election Result”

- Here you will learn who is the Group Representative in this period and how he was determined (no figure).
- Confirm with “OK”.
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Screen “Choose Status Quo”

- In the lower part the Group Representative in this period will be displayed. If you are the Group Representative yourself, you have to choose and enter the Status Quo.
- Confirm with “OK”.
You will only see this screen if you are not the Group Representative.

In the lower part the Group Representative along with his chosen Status Quo are displayed. Additionally, you are informed about the distance between your Ideal Point and this Status Quo.

By clicking on the respective button you can decide whether to propose an Alternative at costs of 20 points or not.
**Screen “Choosing the Alternative”**

- You will only see this screen if you are **not** the Group Representative and have decided to propose an Alternative.
- At the bottom of the screen you have to enter your Alternative.
- Confirm with “OK”.
You will only see this screen if at least one Alternative has been proposed.

- Depending on the number of proposed Alternatives, one or two Alternatives (like in the figure) are shown in the lower part of the screen. Along with each Alternative the distance between your Ideal Point and this Alternative is displayed. For each Alternative you have to decide whether you accept or reject it. If two Alternatives have been proposed you additionally must state which one you favor.
- Confirm with “OK”.
In the upper part of the screen the Status Quo chosen by the Group Representative is displayed.

Below you find all information regarding the period result: if and which Alternative was accepted, your Ideal Point, its distance to the Status Quo, if any costs accrued by running for election and/or proposing an Alternative, as well as the resulting profit in this period. Furthermore, the current total points in this part of the experiment are shown.

Confirm with “OK”.

Further course of the experiment

We will now begin with Part A of the experiment. If you have any questions, please raise your hand. One of the experimenters will come to you and give you an answer.
Instructions for Part B

This is Part B of the experiment. The procedure of Part B will now be shortened by one element. Your group still consists of exactly the same participants as in Part A. Again, the group composition will not change for all 20 periods of Part B. Each group member still has the same identification number as in Part A. Again, every group member receives a randomly drawn Ideal Point between 0 and 100 at the beginning of each period. The Ideal Points of all group members are known to the whole group. In each group a Group Representative will be chosen by running for election and voting (as in Part A) at the beginning of each period. The Group Representative then chooses a Status Quo affecting the profit of each group member. Remember: The closer the Status Quo is to your Ideal Point the larger is your profit in this period. The farther away it is the lower is your profit.

The difference to Part A is that now no group member may propose an Alternative to the Status Quo chosen by the Group Representative.

Period Profit

Each group member’s profit in each period now depends on the absolute distance between the own Ideal Point and the chosen Status Quo as well as the costs resulting from running for election. Since no Alternatives can be proposed no costs can accrue to this regard. The profit in a period is calculated as follows:

\[
\text{Your profit in this period} = 100 - \text{absolute distance between Status Quo and your Ideal Point} - \text{costs accrued by running for election}
\]

The closer the Status Quo is to your Ideal Point the larger is your profit in this period. The farther away it is the lower is your profit.
Summary of the Sequence of a Period:

1. Each group member receives a randomly drawn Ideal Point between 0 and 100.
2. Each group member learns about the Ideal Points of all group members.
3. Each group member decides whether to run for election of the Group Representative (for costs of 10 points) or not.
4. The Group Representative is determined (by voting or randomly, depending on the number of candidates).
5. The Group Representative chooses a Status Quo.
6. All group members receive their profit subject to the Status Quo and their costs in this period.

Computer Screens

In this part of the experiment there are only the screens “Running for Election”, “Election of the Group Representative”, “Choose Status Quo”, and “Period Result” which you all know from Part A.

Further course of the experiment

We will now begin with Part B of the experiment. If you have any questions, please raise your hand. One of the experimenters will come to you and give you an answer.
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